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EX~E;LLENCY-

,
The' Board of Visitors to the Observatory, having completed the annual inspection, has the honor'to report as follows :-..:
"
','
The' buildings are 'in substantially go'Od repair,' but some general painting is
required.,
' ,".
'"
"
The building for the Great Melbourne Telescope, which Was nearly fiJ?lshed at
the date of the last Report, 1ms been completed.
.
A sr:nall building hUB also been erected· for ',a set of self-reg~stering me~oro
logical instruments, and the apparatus for recording the electrIcal state of the
atmosphere has been removed to 'that building.
All the instrume~ts are in goo~ working order. .
,
In consequence of the removal of-the telegraph station at Williamstown to the Bee Government
p<?st-office at that place, a difficulty arose in the dropping of the time-balL It became tt~~~omer's
necessary to discontinue this time-signal for a short time, and great inconvenience
was in consequence exp~erienced hy the masters of vessels in, the port. Irnproyed
arrangements have been since adopted, and the signals are given with satisfactory
regularity.
The various sets of observations enumerated in the last Report are being
,
diligently carried on.
' ",
, With the transit circle there· have been taken 1,760 observations for right
ascension, and 1,324 for polar distance. All the work with this instrument for the
year 1869 is reduced'; the stars,observe,d are catalogued; and ,the whole is ready for
printing.'
,
,,
"
, "
Wit~ the east transit instrument, which' is used for carrying on the zone
,
observations, 8,9'95 stars have been 'Observed during tpe past twelve months. The
stars observed at Melbourne in connection with this work now number 38,305, of
which 29,633 are finally reduced, and 3,560 Ilartially so.
,
The magnetical and meteorological observations have been carried on with
regularity, but the reduction and discussion of these obsel'vations is not in so forward
it state as could be desired. Mr.' Ellery has, in the 'opinion of the Board, exercised a
wise discretion in restricting ,his astronomical observations to such a number as the
staff of the ·Observatory is able to reduce ; but thi~ restriction· cannot be adopted in
the ~ase·of magnetical-'and meteorological observations,: whi'chare valueless unless
they forma complete ·series.';·
As regards tile Great Melbourne Telescol)e, the Board in its last Report Greut Melbourne
refrained from expressing any opinion, believing tha~ it was not desirable to do so Telescope.
until the Telescope had been in use a sufficient time to afford adequate grounds for
forming one.
'
As, however, reports depreciatory of the Telescope have obtained publicity
through the press, and the members of the Committee of the Royal Society of
London, who, at the request of the Colonial Government)' conveyed through thG
Board, superintended the construction of the'Telescope, have taken umb1'3ge at these
reports as if ,they possessed an official character, it becomes the duty of the Board to
, '
report on the su'bject at some length.
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It is necessary, in the first place, to refer to a matter in :which the proper
functions of the Board of Visitors seem to have been misunderstood in England, and
which, as the Board has learned through Mr. Verdon, has caused some surprise in
the mind .of .the President of the Royal Society, viz., that. no communication had
been at that time received from the Melbourne authorities connected with the Telescope since its arrival in the colony. It will be sufficient to point out that the Board
of Visitors has no executive functions whatever; its duties are to report periodically
to Your Excellency and the Government on the s~ate of the Observatory, the nature
and scientific importance of the work done there, and the manner in which it is
executed ; and further, to report to the Government, when called on to do so,. on any
scientific matter connected "rith the work of the O b s e r v a t o r y . .
Some years since, when it was determined that a great Telescope should be
procured, the Board of Visitors, at the request afthe Government, undertook the
requisite preliminary correspondence with the Royal Society of London, and also
conveyed to the Agent-General (Major Pasley) the instructions of the GovenIDlent
as to the disposal of the sum voted by the Legislature, and authority to appoint an
observer to be selected by the Telescope Committee in London. Having done' this,
the Board considered that nothing further in connection with the Telesc.ope would
devolve upon it until such time as it should become necessary, in the discharge of its
ordinary duties, to report on its performance. It .certainly never occurred to the
Board that it would be considered responsible for such a formal' act as the acknowledgment or- the safe arrival of the Telescope; and the' correctness of this view is
-confirmed by the fact that no notification whatever of the completion and shipment of
the Telescope was made to the Board, eith~r by the maker or the Committee. Since
the arrival of Mr. Le Sueur in the colony, all communications, either from the maker
or the Committee, have been made 'to him, and not to the Secretary of the Board.
The Board regrets that any disappointment should have been experienced by the
members of the Committee of the Royal Society, but cannot hold itself blamable in
the matter.
Sir Edward Sabine states, with reference to this Telescope, in his address to the Royal Society : '
Sir E. Sabine's
Report to the
Royal Society,
London.

"Its performance since erection does not appeal' to have given altogether the same satisfaction
at, Melbourne that it did at Dublin; but the defects complained of may arise partly from experimental
alt..erations made at Melbourne."

And further on" But I have no doubt that, if the instrument be kept ill its original condition, and as carefully
.'
adjusted as it was in Dublin, it will perform as well."

And Mr. Grubb, the maker, states, in a letter wh.ich was printed in the Argus of
April 20th"It is established Oil evidence of the highest authority that, at the time when this instmment left
Dublin, it was in perfect working order, nnd required nO alteration whatever (except that most trifling and
foreseen ,one in the connection of the clock, due to the difference of latitudes). The alterations which have
been made are, as far as I am acquainted with them, no improvement, some of them very mueh the reverse,
iwd some were made in ignorance or n(3glect of the instructions which I furnished."

In reply to these remarks, the Board has to state that the exact latitude of the
Melbourne Observatory was· connnunicated to Mr. Grubb before the construction of
the Telescope was commenced, and. it is to be regretted that these alterations, of
which Mr. Grubb foresaw the necessity, were not made in his workshop, so that the
Telescope might have been sent out in all points ready for use.
('1:~:~~tr's
rrhe Heport of the Government Asp'onomer, which is appended, gives a
Report.
detailed account of the alterations which it was absolutel,); necessary to make in order
that the Telescope might he used at all; and t40ugh these are, as Mr. Ellery states,
of no great importance in ~hemselves, they become ~o as establ!shing the fact that, in
one re.spect at least, about which there can be no dispute, the relescope was not fit
for use in Melbourne when it left Dublin.
The only other alterations which have been made, and it is to these that Sir
Edward Sabine and Mr. Grubb refer, are:1st. The placing behind th~ small mirror a cardboard disc of somewhat
larger diameter than the mirI'or. It was found that when a faint
object was being observed, and a bright star not in the field of view'
was very near it, the light from the bright star passing close by the
edge of the small mirror, and entering the eye-piece without refl~c-
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tion, caused a diffused light in the field of view which was venc
injurious to the visibility and distinctness of the faint object. Th~
cardboard disc effectually remedies this defect. It can at any time
be removed in a few minutes if desired. The only possible injurious
effect it, can have is the obstruction of something less than six per
cent. of the light.
2nd. The other alteration referred to is a small shifting of the eye-stop.
FromMI'. Le Sueur's Report, it will be seen that, since the addition
of the cardboard disc he is a,ble to 'use it in the position assigned by
'the maker.
As to Mr. Grubb's statement that these alterations were made in ignorance or
, neglect of the instructions which he furnished, Mr. Le Sueur reports that" concerning the mechanical and optical arrangements I received no explicit instructions
whatever."
lttIr. Grubb in his letter speaks of speculum A as being injured, not by the
protecting varnish,but by the improper and insufficient means used in removing it.
R€port to the Government
Astronomer (appended) sets out at Mr.
Le Sueur's
Mr. Le Sueur's
• •
Reportto tJlC
•
length every detail of the steps taken for removmg the varmsh, and they seem to the Government
Board to have been marked by the grf'atest possible care. It is difficult to see how ::p~~~~er
they can have had any deleterious effect 011 the polish of the speculum. In its
present state, however, it is quite unfit for any profitable use. The Board has carefully examined this speculum, and finds that the surface presents a small reticulation
of re9.dish-hrown metal surrounding small spots of a greyish color; it presents also
large patches of discoloration, and other marks which appear to be smears (as if made
by a brush), but which cannot be removed by washing with alcohol.
The speculum B, which is now in the Telescope, shows no trace of tarnish or
discoloration. The surface, though perfectly clean, when viewed obliquely presents
the appearance of being dusty. 80 far as present experience extend~, this speculum
is as perfect as when the varnish was first removed.
The Board considers it necessary to make the foregoing explanations before
proceeding to report on the present state and performance of the Telescope, because
it would appear, from statements made in England, some of which have been referred
to, that the Telescope has been injured by being tampered with in Melbourne,
The Board has no hesitation whatever in stating its opinion that there are no
, grounds for this allegation. The Telescope since its arrival has been in the charge
of Mr. Le Sueur, who was selected by the Telescope Committee themselves for the
express purpose, and appointed on their nomination. Of this gentleman Dr. Robinson,
in a letter to the President of the Royal Society, published in the proceedings of that
body for 1867, writes as follows :"I will conclude this long letter by telling you how mllch I am satisfied with our selection of the
astronomer who is to work this glorious instrument. He is not a mere mathematician; such a one might
be very helpless when he came to tho practical details of observif)g, but he is thoroughly versed in its
optical and mechanical requirements, and in the daily work of an observatory. For this last he has been
trained by Professor Adams during the past year; one of the Committee, MI'. Warren De la Rue, the first
of celest.ial photogra~hers, has instructed him in I,he mysteries of that surprising art; and for the last three
months he bas been constantly in Mr. Grubb's works, studying all the mechanism of the Telescope (of
which I see he has acquired full command), aHd taking an active part in the polishing of the great specula.
He seems fully to understand this most delicate process; aud it is my opinion that,.if repolishing becomes
necessary, he is fully competent to, do it successfully." .

The Board considers it in the highest degree improbable that a gentleman so
selected, and who subsequently enjoyed such opportunities of becoming familiar with
every point in the construction and working of the Telescope, should have been guilty
of such errors as the opinions expressed in England seem to attribute to him.
The great Melbourne Telescope is a reflecting telescope of the Cassegrain
construction, mounted equatorially, and driven by clockwork.
Before any application was made to the Legislature for a vote for the construction of the Telescope, His Excellency the Governor (Sir Henry Barkly) was requested
to obt.'tin "an expression of opinion £i'om s,c;entific men in England as to the importance
of the results to be expected from it, the most suitable construction of tel~scope for
the purpose, both as to the optical part and the mounting, its probable cost, and the
time requisite for its completion."
Art application. was made, through the Secretary of State for the Colonies, to
the Royal Society of London for their opinion, and the President and Council of that
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~ody,. after a very full' consideration and a long correspondence with the most eminent

practical astronomers of the day, recommended·" (A.) That the telescope be a reflector, with an aperture of not less than
four feet. This is essentjal, as no refractor would have the power'
required.
" (B.) That the large mirror be of speculum metal. Such mirrors can be
constructed with certainty of success, and at a cost which can be
foretold; whereas the recently innroduced plan of glass silvered by a
chemical process has not. yet been sufficiently tried on so large.a scale
as that contemplated.
.
." ( c.) That the tube be constructed of open work, and of metal. Lord
Rosse has recently changed the' tube of his three-foot altazimuth from
a close to an open or skeleton one, and it is Q.nderstood that he intends
doing the same with his great telescope. Mr. Lassell's tube is also
an open one, which his experience' leads him decidedly to prefer.
"'.( D.) ,The telescope should be furnished with a clock movement in right
,
.ascension:.
f (;,.
'f:
" (E.) Apparatus for repolishing the speculum should be provided.
" (F.) With respect to the form of reflector to be adopted, some difference
of opinion exists, aEl the Newtonian and Cassegr~inian have each some
advantages not possessed by the other. On this point furthercorre:.
spondence appears desirable; 'but as the'main features of the scheme
are the same in both cases, there does not appear to be any' occasion
, ' to wait till this point shall have been Bnally decided."
.
These recommendations. ~ere adopted by the President and Council' of . the
R9yal So~iety of London on the 18th December 1862.
' :
.!
When it was Bnally decided that a telescope should be constructed,the same
body, after: further very serious consideration, recommended that the Cassegrain form
should be adopted, and Mr. Gi'ubb's offer for its construction accepted..
'"
ThecolTespondence on the subject includes the names of Sir John Herschel,
the late Earl of Rosse, Dr. Robinson, Mr. Lassell, and Mr. Warren De la ~ue, all of
them men of the highest eminence as practical astronomers, and of great· personal
experience in the use of large telescopes. The decision of a body of such, men,
arrived at after full consideration; .should not be called in question on light grounds;
and in judging of ~he performance of the Cassegrain that' has oeen constructed' it·
should not be forgotten that the disadvauoo.ges attending that' construction are present
, to make themselves felt, while the probably greater disadvantages which would have
been inseparable from the Newtonian. construction are altogether lo'st sight of.
As a piece of mechanism the Telescope, as a whole,'is superb. -The facility,
quickness, and accuracy with which it can -be directed to any point by one man, is almost
marvellous, especially when the enormous weight of the moving mass is considered.
. Not less -worthy of admiration is the precision with which the clock movement
causes the Telescope to follow the star. In these points it is difficult to conceive, how the instrument could have been better.
AS'regards the optical performance of the Telescope,. the Board is under the
disadvantage of tiot being able to compare it with the performance of other large
The members of the Board who examined it can only therefore
EXllmlnatlon of reflecting telescopes.
Telescope by
report precisely what they s a w . .
'
the Board of
. Visitors.'
Whel). directed to a star, the deBnition of the Telescope is not satisfactOry ..
The best form to which the image could be brought by any adjustment of" the
focussing apparatus was an imperfect cross, somewhat resembling the ace: of clubs.
When out'·of focus in one direction, the section of the pencil was an .approximately
circular ring' with a dark centre, in which, however, the dark centre was much larger
. in proportion to the ring than would correspond to the portion of the pencil in~ercepted
by the small mirror; as the image was brought more nearly into focus, the ring became
smaller, and the' deformation from the circular form became more obvious; at last it
assumed the £orn1 of an elongated oval, which rapidly passed into one elongated in' a
direction' at right-angles.to the former. The best section that could be obtained was
just at the transition, when the appear:mce was cruciform.
These appearance,s were substantially independent of the position and magnitude of the star, though they could be more easily seen and analyzed with stars of the
sixth or sev,enth magnitude. They were also exaggerated when the zenith distance of
I

o

I

.'

.".

..

I

the star Increased. The eye-stop was then removed altogether, and, by carefully
centering the eye, the same se:cies of forms could be observed. The eye-piece itself
was then removed, and the image formed by the small mirror received on a screen of
ground glass; the cruciform appearance was visible more distinctly than by looking
through the eye-piece. The star used for this test was ci'Centauri, then not far from
the zenith. The two constituents of this star were distinctly separated on the screen,
and the arms of each cross were in length nearly equal to half the dista;nce of the
two stars.
,
'
,In the Report of the Committee of the Royal Society of London it is stated,
"The· Committee found that the'light of even large stars was collected into small, hard,
and perfectly circular discs free from rays." ,
., ,This' dause of the Committee's Report presented great difficulty to the
members of the Board who examined the Telescope; and, notwithstanding the fact that
Mr. Le Sueur stated in his report, with reference to the testing in Dublin, that to his
eyes, "with no combination of mirrors, and on no day or night -were stars defined in a
manner at all approaching to that described in the Committee's Report,"-they felt it to
be incredible that gentlemen of. the high scientific position of the members of the
Committee could have seen what the members of the Board saw,. and written as '
they did.
.'
'
, Thit3 difficulty, however" seems to be removed by the fact that speculum B-'
the one now in use-was ~epolished,after the examination by'the Committee. This is
dear from the following passage in a letter from Dr. Robinson to Mr. De la Rue:-

"

" Speculum B was' repplished' to remove a slight diffusion of light which you noticed, and which
was perfectly removed by the process. His comman{i, of.figure is so great that 1 am certain tltis speculum
also was perfect when it left his hands."

FrQrh the words 'iIi italics it appear that the Committee never tested this speculUlU in its final state, and that it was sent out entirely in reliance on Mr. Grubb's
well-knowncominand of p,gure.
, This cir~umstance entirely relieves the members of the Board from the unpleasant position of differing from the members of the Committee on so simple a matter
of fact.
While repOl'til1g thus fully on the performance of the Telescope when directed Purpose for
to a star, the Board desires to remind Your Excellency that the observation of stars ~':I~~~;:: was
is not the purpose for which the Telescope was constructed. "Its primary object," constructed.
as stated in the last Report, "is the examination of the nebulre of the Southern
Hemisphere." When directed to these objects, the performance of the ,Telescope
appears to the members of the Board to be admirable:
For the purpose of testing this definitely, the Telescope was directed in succession to a considerable number of the nebulre figured in Sir John Herschel's volume Comparisouof
of Cape Observations, and the appearance of the nebulre, as seen in this Telescope, ~~b~:;:~d
,
d WI'th those d
'
' ,
.
wIth Sir John
compare
rawlngs.
lIerschel's
The amount of detail shown in the Telescope was so great, and the consequent dr:>wings.
, alteration of general appearance so' striking, that, in some instances, it was difficult to
identify the objects.
It is" of course, impossible to say how far the engraver of the figures in Sir
Jolin Herschel's book has succeeded in representing accurately the appearances in
his telescope, but the plates present every indication of being executed with great
care; and, assuming that they represent as nearly as may be what Sir John Herschel
saw, there can be no doubt that the superiority of the Melbourne Telescope over his
is as great as was to, be expected from its greater dimensions, and from the greater
experience in the construction of such instruments. For this, then, which is its
proper work, the Telescope, ill the opinion of the Board, is admirably suited.
In conclusion, the Board desires to point out to Your Excellency that much of
the disappointment which has found expression i,n the public prints, arises from a
mistaken idea that some wonderful discovery was to be made immediately that the
Telescope was directed to the sky.
All who are conversant with the subject know that such could not possibly be
the case.
'
One of the main reasons set forth in the first instance for the construction of
the Telescope was, 'that the late Lord Rosse had discovered' systematic changes in
some of the most important. nebulre of the No;thern Hemisphere. Such changes call
only be detected by compa,rmg accurate draWlngs of the nebulre made at one time
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with drawings of the same nebuhe made at a distant epoch. A careful examination
of these chaq.ges will, it is hoped, give us in. the course of time information which we
do not now possess of the nature of these extraordinary bodies.
It must, however, from its very nature, be- a work extending over a long time,
and requiring an immense amount of. steady hard work, of which the fruits will
probably not be reaped for some years to come. Already, however, some results have
been obtained. After making every allowance for the difference of appearance caused
by the difference of optical power between Sir John Herschel's telescope and the
, Melbourne one, the difference in the appearance of the nebula surrounding 11 Argus
from Sir John Herschel's drawing is stilI so great as to show that a vast change must
have .taken place in that nebula.
Mr. Le Sueur has already made a great number of careful drawings of nebulre,
and these, with the remarks and measurements appertaining to them, will form the
basis for future comparison. ,
With the minuteness of detail shown by this Telescope, it is by no means
impossible that changes in some of the nebulre may be detected in the cours~ of a
very few years.
.
Under' the most favorable circumstances, however, the results cannot be
arrived at immediately; and the absence of such immmediate results should by no
means be interpreted as an evidence that the Telescope is a failure.
W. P. WILSON, M.A.,
J. H. KAY, Captain R.N., .F.R.S.,
. J. E. BROMBY, D.D..
JAMES MOORE, M.A., ..
J .. WILBERFORCE STEPHEN, M.A.,
A. .J. SMITH, Com. ItN.,
H. AMSINCK, Com. R.N., Secretary.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT ASTRONOMER TO THE BOARD OF
VISITORS TO THE OBSERVATORY.

(Read at the .Annual Visitation, March 3bt 1870.)

THE Report which I have now the honor to submit to the Board of Visitors refers to the history and
progress of the Melbourne Observatory since April 28th 1869, the date of the last visitation, as well
as to its state at the present time.
There has been no alteration in the personal establishment of the Observatory-the staff
consists of.MR. ELLERY (Director), Government Astronomer.
MR. E. J. WHITE, Assistant Astronomer.
MR. A. LE SUEUR, Assistant Astronomer.
MR. O. MOERLIN, Second Assistant.
MR. J. E. GILBERT, Junior Assistant.
There is also a messenger and a workman in connexion with the Great Telescope.
BUILDINGS, ETC.
The buildings are in moderately good repair; some general painting, both outside and in,
will, however, be shortly reqllired. The cost of this work has been anticipated by an estimate sent in
to the Public Works Department. A small house for the thermographs has been ere.cted since the
date of my last report; it consists of a wooden building, containing a chamber about 10 feet square,
with verandah all round-one portiori of the verandah facing the south is enclosed by louvres, so as
give free access of air and yet be sheltered from the direct rays of the sun or from beating rain.
The thermograph apparatus is erected within the chamber, but the bulbs of the thermometers project
through the south wall into the lowered enclosure referred to. The electrograph has also been placed
in this building, as the dripping from the water dropping cOllectOT was making the wall,; of the main
building rather damp in some parts. The thermograph chamber is raised considerably to get the
bulbs of the thermometers a sufficient height, aI).d the floor is about 4 feet from the ground; it is;
on the same position as that hitherto occupied by the flagstaff, which has been taken down.
The Great Telescope Building, which was nearly completed at the time of the last visitation,
was finished in June last. Many internal arrangements and fittings have since had to be done, but are
npw nearly complete. These were the erection of steam-engine and polishing mach~e, photographic-.
room near the Telescope, various fittings in the work-room, and screens to divide Telescope and!
polishing-room. A high stage for carrying the test object for testing the mirrors during polishing
has been also erected in the park, about 500 feet to the west of the polishing-rooms; and a stage
for observing the image of the test-object has been placed 35 feet west of the polishing-room also.
Both gas and water have been laid on to. the telescope building, which may now be, considered
complete.
INSTRUMENTS.
All the astrGllomical instruments are in a good and efficient state-(the great reflector I shalD
how.ever refer to especially presently). The transit circle has been in continuous use, and gives as'
much satisfaction as ever. The ,I)-feet equatorial and the east transit (originally the prime verticaR
instrument)-which is exclusively used for the zone observation-are in good working order. The,
45-inch transit instrument, leut to the South Australian Government, is, I believe, doing goodi
service in the hands of Mr. Todd, at Adelaide. Both the transit clock (Frodsham 998), and the new:clock (Frodsham 106~), continue to uphold their excellent character. The old sidereal and mean,,,
time clocks are in good repair; the former I spoke of in my last report as never having performed so.
well as could be desired-the pendulum had a very small arc (only ]0), and some months since I tI1i.edl
the effect of increasing the arc by a larger driving weight, with a very good result-the rate with. tlle
Jarger pendulum arc (viz., 1'6°), became much more regular and satisfactory.
The mean-time clock has been doing double duty since the contact springs for contr.olling o1f&1 'r
clocks, by Jones' method, have be~n a~ded, and which I referred to and d~scrib;d in my last ]jep"
I have very lately arranged to relIeve It of the work of the contact for tlme-slgnals" by Pl1ttii:m
a
contact wheel and lev~rs into the works of the lobby clock, which is controlled by the me!lillll-' trme
clock, leaving the ll!-tter only one set of contacts to overcome; so far this rurrang~mflnt, 3.1P]ll'il'f .rs to
work well.
.
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The chronographs-which are the same as when last inspected :by the· Board--are in good
order, and perform as satisfactorily 'as usual
The various time-signals have been continued. They, consist, as heretofore, of time-balls at
Williamstown and Geelong, and flag-signals at Queenscliff and Cape Otway.
In consequence of the removal of the Telegraph Station at Williamstown from near Gellibrand's
.
Po~p.~ t.o th~Post O~ce, sorpe chljlng~~ h!!-vy becomf necessarY':W#.h respect to t~e time-ball signals at
W Illrnmstown. The officer in charge of the telegraph had hitherto had charge of dropping' the time~
?all ; the removal of the office to a distance of nearly; a m.He (rorp ,the .1igJ;tt;house rendered it almost
Impossible for him to attend to it satisfactorily; I had, tlierefore, ·tQ·inake· other arrangements; and,
by permission of the colonel commanding the volunteers, I obtained the services of an employe
of that department resident near the liggQJ..ouse,_ to, ~4o..I!l. a_,~.£..Qt.gp.e shilling a day will be paid for
dropping the ball and keeping the apparatus clean and in order.
It was also found that the drop, of the, h1!>U.couJd not alwll-Ys' 'be ·obser;ved',from the Observatory,
in consequence of ships lying at the Williamstown brQakwater, and after the'removal of the Telegraph
Office, no information as to whether the ball dropped-correctly'or'not could be obtained. I therefore
tried a plan that the ball itself might send back a signal of its drop; but the line being used on the
910sed,~ir.cuit system, did not ~dmit of any signl;l,l :being returned if the ball ,dropped too early., +,
therefore requested'tne' Post:toa~ter-G:Enier~:r:that·tli~ tillie,oall 'mi~lit be :placed in, 9n tlie,Cape' Otway
line, which is 'wotkedii:i: open circuit :Mj'request'was most prompt1y:gralitoo.;;ja~(l: ,1:ly ni:ean,t!'of '3,
battery.in the lighthouse,' and a pomm,unicator, acted on by the fall~ng'qan, 'Ii signal is:t:eceiv~!i.
.out
chronograph apprising' us" of the exact instant 'of the drop of the' ball~' This 'aITarigem~n~' ,is t;)lost
satisfactory; it is only adop'ted, however, with the Williamstown ball, as that is by farthembs't'
important to the I maritime:'cbd:t~1:i~i~y, ~,~i:}.~" ~h~~:,:0~e:·J~p'~~.~)vh~?h':t~~"Jproper rating. of s~ips'
chronometers depends. Durmg the·t!me the cl:ia~ge~ ,allui;I:e~t9 were gomg.on, I had to dlscontmue
dropping the 'Yillia~stown ball, w~ich·was. f~~~:as"~ .gr;~t·i~~<:!iitil~ien9~ by'captains in the ba;:, who
deputed Captam Skmner, of the Lmcolns~Ire; tb 'wa!-t' on :me,"ap,d' r~'qu~sVA1e to resume the SIgnals
with as'little delay as ,possible; and I had' alSo several'com'munica:tions aSking for special signals.
Since the alterations ,everythiri'g 'goes:SatiSfactori:ly, and the ball is dropped..':with great ·.precision.'
Should, however, any error occur, the amount is known by means of our back signal to a. small
,
fraction of a second, and is notified in the shipping columns of the next day's papers..
I have had some communication witli·'Colonel·Anderson with respect to the resumption of 'the
t~me-gunsignal, R4t .notftingJl~si!>~~J? finally"arr~n.g~?
I , : .:,
I;,'
. "
, .• ,
,,oj'
\
.SiJ?c~ the last visita~ioil' oLthe Board,. t\;le ~arogt'aph and.ther~.ograph,refe.rred.to )u,my last
. ~eport arrived froIp Kew,' and have ,been erected. Both instruments .are of theform.n0'Y adoptep. at
Kew and by the :M.eteor<,>logical Department of Great Britl,tin. 'l'hey are self.:registeririg, by means of
gas light and photography. The barograph is. pla.ced '·in one of the basement, rooms; it first
comm~nced its' registry on the 1st of August, and has since done its work most satisfaotorily. The
thermographs .are placed in ,the buUdil?-g sPE1cially erected for them, andt~ which· I havj3 already
referred. Some little trouble· has been ~xperienced with these· instruments, principally. on aqcount of
the range of temperature embraced by.the optical. arrp,ngements beiJ?g insufficient to cover: the .great
rl1nges often experielfced, h,ere ..dl'PiIlg s.umII!Elr montlf~. 'l.'his,: 4owever, can ,b!'l' obviated. by ,using,
thermometers with a less open sC!Lle duTII).g ,the ~ot ~eason.·
:.
. :.
..;
The electr:ograph, ,whiC;h is 'now -in.the thermograph-:t:qqm, coptip.u,es ip, .gi.ve, "a satlsfac~ory"
regist~r of ~he\ forces and vari1J;tion of a,tmospheljc electricity.: , , ... ' '
.. , . . . . . .
,
.' ,J •
: •
:
• '. : "
, The anemograph is also in good order.,
\.,' The magnetic registration has,golfe on satisfact~ri.ly, ?-nd with veryfew.in~~rruptiops,:wpich ilf
one mstance was caused by -the breakmg of ,the ,sus~ndlllg . fi,bre of the, de~hnati~n 'magnet( and at
other times by derangement of the g~s supplied. '. ' ,
' .' .
.
The library has, beep. supplemented during t~e P9St ye.ar by' the ,follo,wing donations ;-:-
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1

I'

Novenib~rMete~rs of,1868, U.. 8. Naval Ob~ervatory, Washington., ' .' .J
• ,.
Annalen der :;ltel'nwarle in.I,eiden, 1'868. 1 :vol. 2 copies. .
'. "
"." .',
The Gold Fields and Mineral Districts of Victoria. R. B. Smyth, Esq., 1869.
.' ,
Resu.men de las Observaciones Meteorologicas efectuadas eu Ill. Peninsula. December 1865 to November 1 8 6 6 . ... ",,',1
Annario del Real Observatorio de Madrid,tl868.'m' e,I~.
.
)n.r, -' • Observaciones Meteorologicas efectuadas, ell e1 Realpbservatorio,de Madrid"" 'December .1865 to, Novem)! "'''bpH86j3.·pit~o; Dece~berl~66'to ~oveir!b~~.Vi?i.' ; 2'vols; ". :.:::
- ' .. ,:" .. '. "-". :' ~ .~'~ . . ... j
, ", 'Greenwich' Ob~erVatiblls~' 1866/" ,,' .."
. ,., '.. . . . . "
d, ' ,',"
'
, I } " , \,
,Greenwich·Ast'ronomical Results, 1866. .
. .. ). . "
.. ,
" ,.G;reenwich ·Magnetieal.and Meteorological Observations, '1866:.
','
..
. ,; Inauguwl .Repor~ of the, Director of t,he Cincinnati Observatory, 30th June :L!:l68; together with the,
,.
.. Annulil Reporj; ofthe Director, 1st May ~869. .', .. . '
. . .'
.
Results 'of' MeteorologicaJ Observations ma'de at'the Radcliffe '9bservafury'in the year 1865. . ~ copies.
'Results of Astronomical and Meteorol~gical 0bservationsmade at the' Radcliffe Observ;>tory, Oxford;'
' . .' '. ' ; . '
. ' "
,.'
1
. 1866.' 2 copies. .•
Monatliche und Yahrlich~ Resultate, der an der Konigliehen Sternwarte bei l.:fiinchen von 1857 bis 1866,
~ugestellten,Meteorologisch.en Be9bacl!tungen. '
, "
".
,,"
,
.
..
,I
,.
Beobachtungen des Mete9rologischen O~servatoriums auf dem'B;ohellpeissen~erg von 1851-1~64.
Proceedings of the Royal Society. Vol. XVI. and XVII.
'
American Journal of Science and Arts, 1865 to 1869.
~ouvenes MIiMorologiqlies 1868, 1869, ,and Part No.1, 1870;
Annalen der Physik und Chemie, ~866 to 1869.
.
-
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'.'

Grea.t Nebula h!. the sword handle of Orion, as seen with Ii reflector of 6 ft. aperture, atParsonstoWiij'
1860 to 1867.

l.'
The small annual vote for the purchase'of books has enabled me to add several valuable and
:standard .works, as well ·as ·to obtain much of the periodical literature on astronomy and general
physical s c i e n c e . '
.: '
.
The past year has been somewhat unusually unfavorable for astronomical work; nevertheless,
very satisfactory progress has been made. The transit circle observations have been vigorously
followed UP. by Mr. White, whose work is much increased by the zone observations of the Melbourne
portion 'of the survey of the southern heavens.:The principal subjects of observation with this
instrument, besides N.A. fundamental stars for clock error~, and close circumpolar stars for instrumental errors, have been the principal stars of Johnson's catalogue which culminate to the south of
our zenith, the close circumpolar stars contained in our standard. aziinuth catalogue, and the stars
necessary for the reduction of the zones. All the transit work for 1869 is completely reduced and
catalogued, ready for printing.
The number of observations are as follow:Right ascension
... ;"
1,760
Polar distance
1,324
. Since my last report the zone observations have been carried. on by Mr. Moerlin and Mr.
Gilbert. The number of stars observed since the last visitation is 8,995. 'l'his work has been
Unusually tedious, in consequence of the cloudy weather that has preyailed throughout the year. The
catalogue number of the Melbourne zones has now' reached to 38,305, of which 29,633 are finally
reduced to the mean epocli, and 3,560 partly:reduced..
.
Occasional extra meridional observations have bEien made with the 5-feet equatorial, but none
of any great importance. Th~s instrument, however; has been largely used in affording visitors'
opportunities of viewing the heavenly bodies.

.

~'..

,,

MAGNETIC AND lhTEOROLOGICAL.

The magnetic au'd J:!.leteorological observations have been carried on mth the usual regularity
.by Mr. Moerlin. In my'last Report I stated that some special determinations had been undertaken
wjth the absolute magnetic instruments, for the purpose of ascertaining the effect of the presence of
the large mass of iron,in the Great Equatorial ;a,nd that. so far as could. be then ascertained, it appeared
·to have diminished the easterly declination. At the time' these obser:vations were made the steel
,lattice-work tube, and the polar and declination axes, were lying some 70 feet near.::r than afterwards
when mounted'; 'and I am glad to report that the results obtained from the monthly determin~tions,
sdincI~ th? Tele/scope has been er~cted, indicate that it has no perceptible effect eitb~r in intensity or
ec matlOn.
'
The country Meteorological Stations; viz" Saridhurst; Ballarat, Cape Otway, Port Albert,
Ararat, Portland, Gabo Island, and Wahgunyah, have continued in operation, under the charge of
the'gentlemen named below, to whom this department is greatly indebted for their voluntary services
and the regularity with which they furnish the monthy returns:- .
"
8andhurst
..... John Hamlet Taylor, Esq., District Surveyor.
Ballarat
Henry Morres, Esq., Di~trict Surveyor.·
Oq,p~ Otway
J. H. Kelsall, Esq. .
.,
Port Albert
Jacob Ferris, Esq., Telegraph Station. Master,
Aramt
Edward Morris, Esq., Clerk and Draughtsman.
Portland
E ..Braim, Esq., Postmaster, &c.
.
Gabo Island
George Tapp, Esq.,.Ligh~house-keeper:.
Wahgunyah
R. Kilborn, Esq.t Telegraph Station Master.
Stawell
Bernhard Smith., Esq., Warden and Police Magistrate.
"

.

.

Besides these, there are several .gentlemen throughout the colony p~ssesBing instruments of
their own, who regularly communicate their observations of the rainfall and other meteorological
data; and others who have been supplied with rain-gauges that send us a monthly return of rainfall ;
among these I may mention the following :--:.
Ovens
. ... Peter Wright, Esq.
Morningtor& .. .
Mr. Charles Howlett.
BeT~k
.. .
G. W. Robinson, Esq.
Warrnamoool .. .
;'" H.' Palmer, Esq.
.
Hamilton
... .Hector Maclean, Esq.'
. -.. '.'
Dayksford
'Thomas :e:a,le, Esq.
.
I have for some time past been anxious to get tai.n-g~uges established under reliable observers
bver t~e whole of the colony, but waLlt of funds for purchasing the instruments has hitherto prevented
me domg so•. I have, however, now obtained several rain7gauges, and intend to immediately distribute them to gent~emen in various districts who have kindly volunteered to take charge of them.
.
The reductIons of the magnetical and meteorological observations are not in so forward a state
as could ?e desired; this is principally due to the staff being so limited, and to the pressure of the
astronomICal work.
The tabulation of the magnetograph curves are completed up to August 1869, and are now in
~rogress. The b~rogra~h curves have not yet been begun, with the exception of a number of
li!unultaneous readings wlth the stand!!>rd barometer, iIi order to establiSh t~e zero point.
No tabulation
.
. ,.,
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of t~e thermographs has yet been commenced; as they can -scarcely be said to be in perfect
workmg order yet.' I have not yet attempted any reduction of the electroaraph curves for I cannot
yet decide upon the best meth~d of doing so. The anemograph sheets hav~been tabul;ted 1,lp to the
end of ] 869. The meteorologIcal observations obtained at the count.ry stations are also reduced to
the same date.
.
I informe.d .the Boa;d at the last visitation that the printing of our first volume, containing the
:results of the.W~lhamstown Obse:vations, was then ~early finished. It was completed in July last,
and at .on:e dIstnbut~ to the yarlOUS i~s~itutions and individuals entitled to receive our publications. I
The prmtmg of t?e thl:d volume, contammg the results of astronomical observations, in 1866, 1867,
and 1868, was fimshed m October last, and has also been distributed.

.THE GREAT MELBOURNE REFLECTOR TET,ESCOPE.

At'the date of my last Report I was unable to give any further account of this instrument than
of its arrival, the workmanship, style of construction, and partial erection, which was not sufficiently
advanced to admit of any test of its optical capabilities.. I, however, mentioned several matters where
some alterations and additions of no great'importance had to be made;. and also to the fact, that it
was fortunate we had not built the piers before the Telescope arrived, .in consequence of some error in
.
the plan for them which was sent from, Dublin.
The principal alterations referred to are these : .
In consequence of the difference 'of latitude of Melbourne and Dublin, where the Telescope was
mounted, 'during construction, the horizontal clock connecting-shaft had to be lenathened; the
vertical sbaft leading to R. A. sector shortened, and a new support made for it.
'"
A new journal for the upper part of the shaft for quick right ascension motion-as the original
one could not be kept in position owing to insufficient bearing.
'
. As regards the piers-in the drawings sent to us by Mr. Grubb, the recess in the pier for the
clock was too small by a considerable amount; and had the piers been built, consisting as they do of
large blocks of finely cut bluestone, the south pier at least wou,ld have had to be taken down to- rectify
the error. The base of the piers tOOl as shown in the drawings, would not have allowed the Telescope
to be brought sufficiently near the vertical to admit of the removal or replacing the large mirrors,
except at such an angle as would be at the least very inconvenient. And further, if the lower pier
had been made according to drawing, its width would have prevented the Telescope being brought to
the meridian on either side.
Additions had to be made to the Finder Telescope, as no convenient means for a:djusting it
parallel to the large telescope had been provided. A new bearing, with centE3ring screws, was therefore made to .replace the original bearing, which admitted of no motion. It was also found necessary
to put a focussing rack and an illuminating arrangement to the Finder,
The final fittings of the Telescope were not completed till early in July, as the building for its
protection was not thoroughly finished until then, Observations were, however, attempted as early
as April, but the instrument was not in fair working order till the middle of August, from which
time observations have been carried on regularly.
'
The micrometer, which had not arrived at the time of the last Report, reached us in July ;"and
the spectroscopio apparatus in September.
\
. In a report on the state of the Great Telescope which I. furnished to the Honorable the Commissioner of Crown Lands ltnd Survey in December last, I referred to a photographic apparatus
which I had incidentally learnt was ordered by the Telescope Committee of the Royal Society to be
made. I stated, "It was supposed that .the original vote would Mve been sufficient to cover the
expense of ·a suitable photographic apparatus, but the many extra expenses incidental to packing,
shipmel;lt, &c" exhausted the available funds. '1'he Royal Society of London, however, deeming it of
great importance that the Telescope shoUld be fitted for photographic work, kindly took i~ upon
themselves to order the requisite appliances, which, I believe, are now in course of construction by
Mr, Grubb, the maker of the Telescope, We are not yet informed of the exact cost of the apparatus,
but it will' be necessary to relieve the Royal Society of its self-imposed burden." . I have had no
intelligence of this apparatus beyond that conveyed by Mr. Grubb in letters to Mr. Le Sueur." I
believe it is in courSe of construction, but I have no definite knowledge of the fact, or of its probable
cost when completed.
. '
The"Telescope has now' been fairly
work for seven months, bilt unfortunately the frequent
cloudy and .hazy weftther which interfered so 'considerably with the transit and zone observations
very much limited the number of nights upon which good work could be done.
.
At first the large mirror (called A) was mounted in the Telescope, but the definition with either
of the small mirrors was not good, and it soon got strongly tarnished; subsequently, in' September,
mirror B was substituted, and the Telescope performed much more satisfactorily. With respect to
this and other matters, NIr. Le Sueur reports to m'e as follows
"The general work with the Reflector has consisted in the examination of the nebulre. For
obvious reasons those already figured have been "pecially attended to, arid fair progress has been
made both in their delineation and spectroscopic examination.
.
"As might be expected, the nebulre, as seen with the Melbourne Reflector, in many cases differ
considerably from the Cape of Good Hope drawings; but, as far as may be judged at present, the
·differences do not appear to be greater than might be expected from the difference of the instruments.
An exception, however, must be made in favor of the nebula in Argo, whose present appearance is

at
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not readily accounted for, except on the supposition that enormous changes have taken place since
the date of Sir John Herschel's drawing. Spectroscopic observations of the star 7J. in this nebula,
and of Jupiter, have afforded interesting results.
"Of work out 'of the usual course, Neptune was examined on many occasions wh~~ near
opposition, but the closest attention failed to detect a new satellite or to afford· any SUSpICIOn ?f
peculiarity in the 1,1gure i the position of the planet, however, was unfavorable, and the atmospherIC
conditions on no occasion unexceptionable.
.
..
"Winnecke's periodic comet was picked up early in August, but.was not observed for POSItIon
before October; a set of observations were then made extending to October 25th, unfavorable
weather preventing the following up of the object to a later date; from accounts, ~owever, which
have reached us, it appears that the Melbourne Telescope was, ~y a few days, the last III ~~e field. .
" Large mirror A was taken down and replaced by B III September; the defimtlOn of A III
combination with either a or b was not satisfactory; the reason for replacing it by the other, however,
was on account of its tarnished condition.
e< The performance of the combination Ea, as regards definition, was considered much better
than that of Aa or Ab; a however, being considerably tarnished, was taken down and replaced by b;
but it w.as found that to use this combination with advantage a more extended motion of the small
mirror arm was required; a, which in the meantime had been polished, was therefore replaced, and
has been at work satisfactorily for the last five months; ,b remains in statu quo. A slight mechanical
alteration of the focussing arrangements will make it possible to use this mirror without refiguring;
its definition is equal to a's."
In reference to the Melbourne Telescope, the President of the ROyal Society of London, Sir
Edward Sabine, in his annual address, delivered on'the 30th of November 1869, says, "Its performance since erection does not appear to have given altogether the same satisfaction at Melbourne
that it did at Dublin; but the defects complained of may arise partly from an imperfect knowledge
of the principles of the instrument and inexperience in the use of so large a telescope, partly from
experimental alterations made at Melbourne, .and partly from atmospherical circumstances. Those
who are acquainted with the difficulties which Sir J. F. W. Herschel experienced at the Cape, will
not be surprised that they should be felt at Melbourne to a much greater extent, on account of the
far greater size of the speculum. But I have no doubt that, if the instrument be kept in its .original
condition and as carefully adjusted as it was at Dublin, it will perform as well in ordinary observing
weather." Now this would convey a wrong' impression; and I do not think the defective performance
alluded to can in any way be accounted for by this supposition-the principles of the Cassegrain
Telescope are fully understood; no experimental alterations have been made except such as were
actually required to get the Telescope to perform at all; and from all I can ascertain, the adjustments
have been far more carefully and critically made than they were in Dublin. No simpler explanation
of the defect can· be made than that mirror A is not good.
On this point Mr. Le Sneur remarks :-" With reference to the p'aragraph in Sir Edward
Sabine's address to which you have called my attention, I beg to state that the only alteration in the
optical arrangements concerning the necessity of which there is any question, is the insertion of an
opaque annular disc at small mirror.
I
" This disc at first Plet with much opposition on the part of Dr: Robinson and Mr. Grubb, but
the former (who has had more experience with Cassegrains than anyone) now agrees that the disc is
necessary if the eye-stops are retained in the places originally assigned to them by Mr. Grubb.
"The disc can 4ave no injurious effect on the definition, its sole disadvantage is the interception
of a small percentage of light; but this is in some degree counterbalanced by an increase of the field
of view consequent on having the stops in a position nearer to the eye-lens than that which may be
'
considered the normal one.
" Possibly, for certain purposes, the increase of field is not of so much consequence as the slight
diminution of light; but, at any rate, the disc solves in a ready and effective manner the difficulties
. in1;roducea by the makers themselves, who evidently intended that the stops should retain the positions which they now have. I allude, of course, merely to the distauce of the stop from eye-lens; the
lateral adjustment is so simple that any error therein of sufficient magnitude to produce any disturbing
effect is entirely out of the question."
The mirror A on the polishing machine will have to be repolished before it can again be used.
The:-e seems to be some peculiar condition of the metal which appears to rendel; (it morerJiable to
tarmsh than the other. A kind of reticulation of-the surface is apparent; and, on microscopic inspection, masses of good colored speculum metal seem to be interlaced by a redder,talloy that oxidizes
more readily than the white part--a kind of segregation has evidently 'taken plaCe.
Nearly everything is prepared for the operation of polishing. A test object is erected in the
park at a convenient distance from the machine, and a pla~form for testing the figure during the
operation has been provided, and most of the minor arrangements for preparingl thej polisher are
complete. No proper rouge is obtainable here, and 3: quantity was ordered several months ago from
London. We shall probably have to eventually make it on the spot. The great delicacy and
difficulty of this operation is fully appreciated. Mr. Le Sueur had the advantage of watching the
processes of grinding and polishing in Dublin, and has since had some practical experience; [and as
the same apparatus with which the mirrors were'first prepared will be used, there is no good reason
why, with proper care, the repolishing should not be performed successfully. In the case of the
small mirror A, the polishing was satisfactorily accomplished, a good reflecting surface was recovered,
and the figure-which is a very critical affair-is ce7·tainly as good as at first.
It is a somewhat difficult matter to speak critically of the merits of this Telescope, as our
only standards of comparison are other large reflecting telescopes, of which there are only three in
J
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the world that reach the dimensions of this, namely,F,ferschel's, Lord Rosse's,. and Mr. Lassells', .. and
these are again of a different form, which renders even a comparison difficult. 1 have had no
experience with the reflectors in question. Mr. Le Sueur, however, observed with Lord' Rosse's for
some time, and his, impression is that, even allowing for the difference of aperture (Lord Rosse's
being '6 feet and ours 4 feet), the definition of ours with mirror A was not so good. Sq far as 1 ~an
spea~ from practical acquaintance yvith this reflector, I was not satisfied with the performance of
mirror A in either combination of small mirrors,; on' the planets, as 'well as on, stars, the definition
was very unsatisfactory.,
' .
'
. :
, But mirror B performs very, much ~ better, and the Telescope will now doubtless compare
favourably with others of its class and dimensions. Mr. Le Sueur entirely .coincid~s with :me in this
expression of :opinion.
,
,
" ; ,; '1:. .,'
Theexperience which can only be obtarned by, years observing with large reflectors is the
only safe guide in forming an opinion of the 'comparative m,erits of a telescope of'this :kind; ,and
that is an experience which 'no one outside of Great Britain 'possesses; it is more than probable,
therefore, that the want of it has led ourselves and others to~~xpect more from optical science. even
in its present advanced state; than we had any right to, and, that we looked for as comparatively a
perfect telescope as is sometimes obtained with smaller apertures.
What has been done, however, unmistakably shows that it is capable of grasping the work
for which it.was originally intended. Though perhaps not reaching that perfection for feature-work of
'planets which was hoped for: we have no 'reason to doubt that it will be fully up to OUf', anticipa.
tions with respect to celestial photography.
, . . As far, as the mounting and mechanical arrangements are concerned, when we consider tl?-e
immense mass of the moving parts, and the methods' hitherto adopted for large reflectors,. we have
every reason to be satisfied; I mentioned in my'last Report that Mr. Stone, of Greenwich Observatory, had made use of our star observations to determine afresh the' co-efficient of refraction. As it
is in this and like directions that the Melbourne Observatory is likely to confer the greatest benefit
on science, more especially as both from its capabilities and' geographical position it' is peculiarly
fitted to do so, it has been, arranged, at. the suggestion of Mr. Stone, to re-examine the errors of our
circle, so that our observations may fully merit the confidence' which they already enjoy in the minds
.
'
of astronomers and scientific men.
.
The receipt of the first volume containing 'the Williamstown CatilJogue'has been'acknowledged
by many of the European ;and American astronomE:)rs, Mr. Airy, the Astronomer Royal of EnglaJ?d,
in his letter of ackno,wledgment says, "I thank you much' for this valuable work, which relieves lne
of much anxiety. ' I am charged generally with the care of preparing for the transits of Venus; 'and
1 really found myself totally destitute of the' star places which will 'be indispensably necessary for
the southern observatories-your excellent catalogue removes all difficulties on this score." Mr.Airy
requests that twelve or twenty copies more should be sent to' him, as they'" would aU' be useful."
As onlY.150 copies instead of 250 were printed, we could only spare fifteen copies? whicp. we. ~ent
to Greenwich about three months since.
, The method of controlling clocks, in Melbourne and on the railways, according, to Jones'
plan, as suggested by me in a paper before the Royal Society in 1868, is likely to be adqpted; ,A
wire has been erected from the Observatory into Melbourne, and Mr. Gaunt,of Bourke street, is now
fixing a clock in his shop at the corner of the New Arcade, 'v:hicb will be controlled by the ;Obsyrva-,
tory mean-time clock. I have no doubt others will avail themselves of this controlling wire, and a
small annual rent, which will be charged for its use, will doubtless pay a fair interest on the cost.of
the' line. It is much to be desired for the public's sake, that' the principal railway stations should
avail themselves of this wire also, in which case one uniform time could be maintained at the' places
where it ,is most required.
I
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MR. LE SUEUR'S REPORT TO THE GOVERNMENT ASTRONOMER.
',,,,

.. -'

Melbourne Observatory,
29th April 1870.

- 8IR,
In answer to, your request for more definite information concerning correspondence with reference to
alterations in optical arrangements of Great Melbourne Telescope, I have the honor to state that Dr. Robinson
objected to the disc on the grounds, firstly, that it was contrary to the experience of opticians; secondly, that there
•
'could have been no stray light in the field when he and others saw a Andromeda near noonday.
To this I replied, that in many particulars ordinary optical experience did not meet the case of a four-feet
'Cassegrain; that the seeing of a bright star 'in full daylight was no criterion as to whether or not stray light was
present, for stars may be readily seen in the daytime by proper centering of the eye, without any stop at all; that
moreover, adequate reason could be given why at night the stray light was not specially noticed by the members of
the Committee and others; said reason being, that the few stars examined were bright ones, and being cnce in the.
field were no longer in a position to produce the particular false light in question, and effectively ~ their own
brilliancy illuminated the field to such a degree as to mask any' stray light from other pretty bright stars (if any) in
the neighborhood; that in the case nebulre examined the stray light could readily be overlooked in casual examination, especially if the surrounding neighborhood ~as not of a nature to produce the phenomenon in its most
"
.
marked manner.
I stated also, that when the eye-stops were placed in, or v:ery near the plane of image of small mirror, this
mirror plus-cell as provided did its light-stopping work effectively, without the addition of disc; but that, with- the
stops pushed further in to the position assigned by the makers, the disc was, in my opinion, absolutely necessary ;
that, moreover, this position of the stop had the advantage of giving a somewhat larger field.
Dr. Robinson's reply will be found in the enclosed letter. He suggests that the increase of field is imperfect,
and therefore not of much importance, but concedes that the disc is necessary if the stops are pushed in from the
normal position. A few moments inspection at the telescope will be sufficient .to show that the position assigned by
the makers is (for lower eye-pieces especially) considerably within the normal one-hence the neocssity of the disc.
Some of the eye-stops were slightly increased, and could be still increased with advantage to light; this alteration,
however, refers to higher powers and micrometor eye-pieces, which, as far as I am aware, were not tried in Dublinat any rate they were not tried by the Committee-the only eye.pieces ready for use at time of inspection being the
three lowest; the size of eye-stop in these is precisely as it was in Dublin.
.
To the other questions contained in your letter, I have the honor to answer that.
1st. The only iustructions received from the makers for the erection of Telescope are, as far as I am aware,
contained in the tracing of piers sent out to you by Mr. Grubb. Concerning the optical and mechanical arrangements, I received no explicit instructions whatever.
2nd. The va;rnish was removed from mirror A in the following manner :-Large pieces of cloth were placed
on the surface and saturated with methylated spirits; when the varnish was sufficiently softened, as much as possible was removed by mopping up with clean cloths (this process was repeated many times), distilled water was
then freely. used, and finally pure alcohol. The mirror was then fairly bright; not so bright, however, as I had
seen it in Mr. Grubb's·workshop.
Although, after performance of operations above described, the mirror appeared perfectly clean, close examination afterwards showed that a faint trace of lac still remained on the surface, which became considerably tarnished
after short usc; not, I believe, on account of this small film of lac (which was not general) but because the metal of
this speculum is peculiarly liable t{) tarnish. That, however, under certain conditions (length of time and perhaps
character of metal being effective causes), a. coating of lac may affect the polish of a mirror, is, I think, clearly
shown by a marked appearance on A. On one part of the surface a large number of lines representing the overlappings of a series of strokes of the varnish brush refused to disappear.
I do not think that the method employed in removing the varnish can have had any deleterious effect on the
polish, and it is simply absurd to suppose that it can 'have had any effect on the figure.
The varnish was removed from B by means of naphtha., mopping up as before, washing with soap and water,
and finally with distilled water. This mirror, though at no time very bright, is still in fair working order, the effect
of exposure having been comparatively inconsiderable. With reference to testing of Telescope by the Committee, I would refer you to their Report published in
Proceedings of Royal Society; but in addition I may remark, that the testing consisted in merely viewing the
o~jects enumerate~, without any. attempt at. analysing the shape of the. pencil by using particular portions of the
mIrrors, or otherWIse. I may also remark that I was present at the testmg, and, moreover, had frequent opportunities of observing with the Telescope both in the day and at night. My opinion of the performance (and Qf that opinion
the members of the Committee were fully aware) was somewhat less favorable than that represented by the Committee. I was prepared to admit that inexperience (at the tinie) in the performance of large reflectors mav have led
me to expect too much, and was therefore ready to waive my own opinion in favor of that of the far more experienced
Committe~. As a question of fact, however, I may state that, to my eyes, with no combiriailion of mirrors, and on no
day or night, were stars defined in a manner at all approaching to that described in the Committee's R.eport
In conclusion, I beg to state that I am prepared to prove to any competent person (at the 'Telescope) that
the performance of the Telescope has not in any way suiferj3d from incompetence on my part to deal with the
arrangements.

J have the honor to be, Sir,
The Government Astronomer.

Yours truly,
"' ( S i g n e d A . LE SUEUR.
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APPEN DIX II•
.MEMO. TO T,HE BOARD OF VISITORS TO THE OBSERVATORY.
In December last I heard, through a private letter from Mr. Verdon, that the President of the ~oyal Society. '
of J~ondon had informed him that the Telescope Committee felt great disappointment and surprise that no communication whatever had been received by them from the Melbourne authorities connected with the Telescope since its
arrival i~ the eolony. Also, that the maker of the Telescope, Mr. Grubb, as well as Dr. Robinson, bad taken.
exeeption, to certain paragraphs in my last neport to the Board of Visitors, more especially to that part referring to
an error in the plan of the piers which was sent out.
, . '
.
.
As Mr. Verdon desired me immediately to take some steps to get a formal acknowlegement from the Govern·
ment to the Telescope Committee: I spoke to the Commissioner of Crown Lands and Survey on' the subject, who
desired me to furnish a brief report of the Telescope, and stated that he would arrange wi~h the Chief Secretary
that the neces~ary acknowledgIl).erit should be conveye~ tJ:trough Mr. Verdon. This, I bel~eve. was done .

'
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ROBT. J. ELLERY•
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